
The Zomo Flightcase D-Prime-GO NSE Case is made to fit the Denon

DJ Prime Go DJ-Controller. The Flightcase D-Prime-GO NSE in the

popular NSE (Night Style Edition) impresses with the deep black look.

This flight case is very resistant to the strenuous tour use without

problems to complete.The superior internal padding of the flightcase

D-Prime-2 NSE provides safe protection of the Denon DJ controller

from scratches, defects or other damages. Manufactured for the

challenging everyday life on stage, the Zomo DJ Cases are of course

suitable for touring.The flightcase D-Prime-Go NSE is resistant to

abrasion and cigarette burns thanks to the robust, laminated 9mm

plywood. Thanks to the extra strong, black painted aluminium profiles

and the stable ball corners the Zomo Equipment Case offers a very

high durability.Helpful butterfly catches hold the cover extremely

secure and allow an easy opening and closing. For increased

protection all NSE flightcases can be locked with an optional padlock

and also optically the Zomo DJ flightcase can convince completely.

The modern design in the dark black NSE Edition is simply stylish and

undoubtedly an eye-catcher.The front panel can be removed quickly

and easily during your session. This gives you access to the

connections of the DJ controller even when the gear is still in the

case. As optional accessory we have the very comfortable Zomo EA-1

ergonomic adapter in our assortment. With this adapter it is possible

to connect your DJ Headphones to the mixer more easy.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Protects your gear from damage, scratches or other negative influences

High quality and processing

Extra stable design

Elegant design

High quality processed inner padding

Practical ball corners provide reliable protection against vibrations and impacts

First class butterfly snap locks for fast closing

Integrated handles

Removable cover

Practical storage for laptops

SPECIFICATIONS

Suitable for 1x Denon Prime Go

Outer material 9mm plywood

Colour Black NSE (Night Style Edition)

External dimensions 490 (length) x 396 (width) x 201 (height) mm

Weight 8,4 kg

The devices shown and/or mentioned on the photos are NOT included in the scope of delivery!
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